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I. INTRODUCTION
A cosmological reconstruction of the history of the universe depends on our ability to
describe behavior of physical systems in terms of an accepted, existing theoretical framework.
Recent advances in particle physics and quantum field theory provide such a framework and
make it possible to explore early universe physics from the time set by the Planck scale
where quantum gravity effects are not important.
The development of the calculational techniques1 for studying relativistic quantum
fidd theoretic systems at finite temperature made it possible for particle physics theories to
predict phase transitions that could have occurred in the very early universe: The concept
of the high temperature restoration of the spontaneously broken field theoretic symmetries
is widely accepted and various cosmological scenarios based on symmetry changing phase
transitions have been proposed in order to explain some of the fundamental questions that
cannot be answered in the standard big-bang cosmology. The most dramatic one is the
inflationary universe3 which has a possibility of explaining several cosmological questions.
However, establishing these cosmological scenarios requires understanding of the time
evolution of the cosmos, before, durinj and after the phase transition — periods when the
system is obviously changing with time. In describing early universe dynamics, various
crude approximations are often used; e.g. semi-classical or linearized approximation, results
from dynamical equations in which a static, effective potential appropriate to equilibrium
in Minkowski space-time is put in by hand.
In these lectures we shall study quantum field theory in Robertson-Walker space-time in
the framework of the functional Schrõdinger picture* which provides us useful calculational
techniques4'5 for describing dynamical evolution of the cosmos in time.
The conventional formulation of quantum field theory in terms of causal Green's functions in the Heisenberg picture is not especially suited to time-dependent problems that
make use of an initial condition for specific solution. Green's functions contain all information needed for determining transition rates, S-matrix elements, etc., of systems in
equilibrium where initial data is superfluous. However, following a system's time-evolution
from a definite initial configuration is more efficiently accomplished in a Schrõdinger picture
description, where the initial data consists of specifying a pure or mixed state.
Moreover, quantum field theory in Robertson-Walker (RW) metric, which describes
the early universe, is intrinsically time-dependent due to the time-dependence in the metric.
Therefore, the concept of a vacuum and Fock space are not well-defined. The functional
Schrõdinger picture description is especially useful for such systems.
The field theoretic functional Schrõdinger picture3 is well-known x bosonic fields:
the formalism is a generalization from ordinary quantum mechanics to the infinite number
t." degrees of freedom that comprise a field. It offers therefore the possibility of using
physical/mathematical intuition gained in quantum mechanics to analyze approximately
field theoretic problems. Nevertheless, the functional Schrõdinger picture is not as widely
used in actual calculations as the Green's function method, and the reason is that infinities
can be more easily isolated and renormalized in the latter framework. However, recent
results*"8 establish renormalizability of the Schrõdinger picture, both for static and timedependent cases.
We shall begin our discussion of quantum field theory in RW metric in the Schrõdinger
picture by quantizing a free scalar field. We find possible vacuum wave functional* that are
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solutions of the time-dependent functional Sehrõdinger equation. We show how they are
related to the conventional description in the Heisenberg picture.
We then study a self-interacting scalar field which often plays the role of an order parameter describing the energetics of the system in a symmetry changing r ^se transition. The
fundamental dynamical equations which govern the time-evolution of pur*, and mixed states
— the time-dependent Schrõdinger equation and the Liouville-von Neumann equation, respectively — cannot be solved except lor linear (free) systems described by a quadratic
HamQtonian. Therefore, approximations are needed. We introduce time-dependent variational approximations4'* based on variational principles9'10 which lead to the fundamental
dynamical equations. We use Gaussian approximations in which the trial wave functional
and the functional density matrix are taken to be Gaussian. Approximate but tractable
dynamical equations are obtained for the time-evolution of the parameters which define the
Gaussian Anamtx. They are self-consistent approximations that, unlike ordinary perturbation theory, reflect some of the non-linearities of the full quantum theory.
The variational equations contain field theoretic infinities and require renormalizatk».
We study renormalizability of the Gaussian approximations. Finally, we establish finite,
well-defined Einstein-Matter equations which describe the self-consistently determined behavior of the scale factor of the RW metric.
The calculation^ techniques we discuss provide mathematically consistent descriptions
for the time-evolution of the early universe processes such as non-equilibrium dynamics
during a phase transition, baryon number generation," and various dynamics involved in
the inflationary cosmology: e.g. initial conditions for inflation and reheating process after
inflation.3
Before we begin our main topics, we shall present a brief survey of big-bang-inflationary
cosmology, which illustrates the cosmologically relevant RW* space-time metric.
The RW metric is given by the line element

ds> = ** - o'(0 [ J ^ J + rWJ

(1.1)

where K is the curvature signature and is = 1,-1,0 for a closed, open and flat universe,
respectively. The scale factor a(t) describes th .* dynamics of the universe and it is determined
by the Einstein-Friedman equations:

a

3

Here p is the energy density, p is the pressure, G is Newton's constant and a dot denotes
differentiation with respect to t. Equations (1.2) imply conservation of energy-momentum
tensor which takes the form
p + 3-{p + p) = 0
(1.3)
for the metric (1.1).
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In the very early times, the universe was filled with hot dense matter in thermal equilibrium and was radiation dominated. When the universe is at temperature T, particles
with masses greater than T are absent unless a conservation law prevents their density from
going to zero or unless they cannot annihilate or decay fast enough to remove themselves as
the universe cools. Particles of type i with masses much less than T are present with energy
density1

where Àrj is the total number of particles plus antiparticle spin degrees of freedom for the
particle of type i with a factor of 7/8 included if the particle is a fermion. During the
radiation dominated period, therefore, the energy density of the universe was
p = ^-iVT 4

(1.5)

where N = 53* ^** *s * n e to t*J number of effectively massless (m; < < T) degrees of freedom
and the pressure is given by
P=\p

•

(1.6)

It follows then, from (1.2) and (1.3), that

90

V" 1
(1.7)

V*
a(t) = constant x y/i ;

H = - =—
a
3i

for K = 0. The quantity H == | is known as the Hubble constant.
In the inflationary cosmology, typically at i$0(10~ 3 3 ) second, the universe was dominated by a constant vacuum energy density for a short period of time.
p = Po ',

P- ~P

'

(1.9a)

And according to Eqs. (1.2), an exponential expansion occurs.
a(t) = constant x e%t
1/2

/

The way p becomes dominated by po depends on the inflationary scenario. The most
popular scenario is the "new inflationary universe,'1 although it has various difficulties in
that it requires fine tunings of the parameters in the inflationary/particle physics models.
In this scenario p becomes dominated by a constant false vacuum energy density po during
a "slow rollover" transition and \ is typically of 0(1O10) GeV. The exponential expansion
lasted for a period àt ^ÍOO*" 1 and the universe returns to the radiation dominated period,
which continued until the universe became matter dominated at t cr O(1012) second.
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Once exponential expansion started, the observable universe is v/ell-desrribed by setting
K = 0 since the K-dependent term becomes negligible in (1.2a).
During the matter dominated era, p(£) behaves as a(i)~ 3 and p = 0, and Eqs. (1.2) give
a(t) = constant x < 2/3 ;
„
à
2

(1-10)

The temperature of radiation in the universe continues to fall as T oc l/o(<).
An important concept in cosmology is the horizon size. The horizon plays a key role
because it characterizes the constraint which causality places on dynamical evolution. In a
radiation or matter dominat d universe the horizon length is the distance light can travel
from the beginning of the particular cosmological epoch to a specified time t. It thus
determines the maximum distance over which causal contact can be made at time t. In
general, for the metric (1.1) this distance is (for K = 0)

which gives
( 2t — 1/H

radiation dominated

{at = 2/Jf

matter dominated .

(1.12)

In the case of an inflating universe the horizon is defined somewhat differently due to
the presence of an event horizon in the spacetime described by the metric (1.1) and (1.9).
In this spacetime (de Sitter space) if two points are separated by a distance greater than the
horizon size DEH then they will never come into causal contac•» at any time in the future.
This distance is defined by
OC

/

Jit

1

1

^(i7) = x = H = constant

<U3)

In de Sitter space, causal contact can never be achieved over physical distances greater than
this horizon size, but in inflationary cosmology the inflationary period does not last forever.
Thus we ran speak of points going out of causal contact when their separation gets larger
than DEH during the inflationary period and then coming back into causal contact when
their separation gets ess then DH during the radiation or matter dominated eras. Since DH
and DEH are both of order \/H there is often no distinction made between the horizon size
and the Hubble distance 1/H. It is the horizon size which makes the inflationary cosmology
so dramatically different from the standard cosmology.2
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II. SCHRÕDINGER PICTURE — GENERALITIES
Let us review the functional Schrõdinger picture for bosoriic quantum field theory, which
we shall employ in this paper. The formalism is a generalization from ordinary quantum
mechanics to the infinite number of degrees of freedom that comprise & field.
In the field-theoretic Schrõdinger picture, states are described by wave functionals ¥(<p)
of a c-number field <p(r) at fixed time. The inner product is defined by functional integration:

while operators are represented by functional kernels:
) •

(2.2)

For the canonical field operator at fixed time, $(r) (the time argument is common to
all operators in the Schrõdinger picture, so it is suppressed), we use a diagonal kernel
$(r) «-» <p(r)6{<p - <p); the canonical commutation relations determine the canonical momentum kernel as IT(r) «-> (l/i) [6/é.p(r)] 6(if — <,?); both kernels involve a functional 6 function.
Evidently * acts by multiplication on functionals of <p, while II acts by functional differentiation. In this way, the action of any operator constructed from II and $ is

O | j ^ >¥ >J *(,?) .

(2.3)

The fundamental dynamical equation is the time-dependent Schrõdinger equation for
a time-dependent functional \&;t) *-* ty(-f.t). The equation takes definite form, once a
Harailtonian operator H(U, $) is specified:

For tim -independent Hamiltonians. the usual separation of variables leads to a functional
eigenvalue problem:
(25)
(26)
In particular for quadratic Hamiltonians

H = - J (II2 + *&*)

(2.7)

the ground state (vacuum) Í3 a Gaussian functional,

-\ J
l

r

1

(2.8a)
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with covariance ur determined by the "first quantized"' Harniltonian h.
= h

(2-S

and vacuum energy is
^

(2.9)

(Throughout, a self-evident functional/matrix notation is used: w and h are kernels,

ftpvtp = j dx.dx'<f{x)u:{x,x'}f(x') = Jdxx(x,x),

and the determinant in (2.8a) is func-

tional.}
Equation (2.8) represents the conventional Fock vacuum in the Schrõdinger picture.
Higher excited (multiparide) Fock states are represented by polynomials of <p multiplying the vacuum Gaussian (2.Sa); they are orthonormalized if taken in linear combinations
corresponding to functional hermite polynomials.
For translationally invariant theories, kernels depend only on differences of coordinates
and diagonalization may be achieved by Fourier transformation:

and (2.8b) enforces -/ 2 (p) = fa'p) [J in d ^dimensional space deno^s f dip/(2z)t.]
As a
consequence our free-field formulas are superpositions over ali p of corresponding quantum
mechanical formulas for harmonic oscillators with frequencies u?(p), which for a conventional
bosonic free field theory, describing particles with mass m, is ur(p) = ^/p 2 + m 2 .
In the translationally in%-ariant case there are infrared divergences due to the infinite
volume V of space, e.g. Jtr-.- = | V / u(p). These we shall ignore. Also there are
ultraviolet divergences when the integral over momenta diverges. For the free case, these are
trivially renormalized in the energy formula by normal ordering in Minkowski space-time.
[For RW space-time, we shall discuss renormalization of the energy-momentum tensor in
Section VII.] The fact that the normalization factor of (2.Sa) may also diverge,
det I/2 ur = exp Í r tr In*- J = exp I — / lnur(p)

,

is ignored, because the norm disappears from all matrix elements — it is chosen precisely
so that will be the case.' More intricate questions of ultraviolet finiteness will be addressed
as they arise in our discussion of interacting field theories.
The analogous Schrõdinger picture for fermion theories has also been recently
developed,12 but we shall not need it for these lectures.
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ni.

FUNCTIONAL SCHRÕDINGER PICTURE FOR A FREE SCALAR FIELD IX THE
ROBERTSON-WALKER METRIC
We consider ft free scalar field propagating in flat Robertson-Walker metric with a line
is* = fc^rVr* m A» - •*(t)dxI

(3-1)

where «(f) is the scale factor. Dynamics is governed by the dasskal action

-

(32)

The scalar field has mass p, and coupling ( to the Rkd scalar it of the background metric.
Although we are mainly interested in physical space-time dimensionality, n « 3 + 1, we
fft^j cranidtr the theory in n s= a* + 1 by analytically continuing the *iMti?l ^invfrnKfn in
arder to regularize the theory in later discussions. Hence we set u s 4 + 1 and the space-time
integral is replaced by /•"** — fdtfdx.
The spatial integral will be abbreviated as fx; the
corresponding momentum-space integral / s^*y will be denoted by J^. Our conventions for
the various geometrical quantities arc presented in Appendix A.
The classical equation of motion for v b obtained by varying the action with respect
to*

• + dH* - «~*V2* + 0*' + (J?) • = 0

(3.3)

where the dot signifies differentiation with respect to the time and H s à/a b the Rubble
constant. The canonical momentum II is defined by

n = | £ = «'•

(3.4)

and the Hamiltonian of the system is

/
•

(35)

With the metric (3.1), it is convenient to Fourier transform (FT) the spatial dependence
of*.
(3.6)
where • ' ( M ) = • ( - k , < ) due to the reality of +(x,f). To avoid notational clutter, we
suppress the tilde on the fourier transforms. No confusion will arise because the context will
make it self-evident whether we are in position space or in momentum space. The equation

of motion for *(k, () is then,
• + « W * + ( k V 2 + / i 2 + { * ) • = <> .

(3.7)
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III. 1 Free Field Quantization in the Heisenberg Picture
Now we shall briefly review the conventional Heisenberg picture quantization, 13 so that
we can relate it to the Schrõdinger picture quantization. We impose equal-time commutation
relations for $ and II

(*(x,t),*(x\t)] = [n(x,<),ii(x\o] = o
(*(xft),n(xM)] = ii i (x-x') .

(

'}

By Fourier transforming (3.8) we obtain

[*(k,t).«(k',o] = [n(k,t),n(k',i)i = o
[*(k, <), H(k', 01 = i(2irMk + k')

(3.9)

A vacuum state and the associated Fock space are defined by choosing a specific solution
X to the equation of motion: x' is constructed from any two linearly independent solutions
of (3.7), Xi,2(M)* k — |k|, and two time-independent functions of k\ </i,}(£).

M)

(3-10)

X may be normalized as
XX* ~ XX* = ia~*

(3.11)

Then the Heisenberg field operator for each momentum mode is expanded in terms of x and
its complex conjugate

4(k,0 = i(k)x(fc,0 + b\-k)X*(k,t)

(3.12)

Equations (3.9) and (3.12) yield the following commutation relations for the operators 6(k)
and ( f (k)
9

[6(k),òt(k)]=(2T)<íí'í(k-k) .
Inverting (3.12), we obtain expressions for 6(k) and M(k).

,0
The operators b(k) and 6*(k) are annihilation and creation operators, respectively. For
the chosen solution \, a particular vacuum is defined by
6(k)|0)=0 Vk

(3.15)

and the excited Fork states are obtained by applying M(k) to the vacuum. Although the
commutation relations (3.13) hold for all time, 6(k) and M(k) are not single-particle creation
and annihilation operators due to the complicated time-dependence of \.
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III.2 Free Scalar Field in the Schrodinger Picture
With the Hamiltonian in (3.5), the tirne-dependent Schrodinger equation for the free
scalar field is

As we shall see, the vacuum wave functionals, which are solutions of (3.16), are Gaussian
since they must be annihilated by an annihilation operator which is a linear combination of
<Kx) and - i j ^ j :
*0 = i V ( 0 e x p - 5 /
*

#x)E(x,y,O*(y) •

(3.17)

•'x.y

N{i) is a time-dependent normalization factor and E is the covariance function of the Gaussian which we separate into real and imaginary parts
E = i j T ' - 2iE

(3.18)

Bilinear averages in the state $o a r e given by
(*(x)*(y)) = H(x,y,0

(*(x)II(y)) = - í ( x - y ) while the linear averages vanish: ($(x)) = 0; (II(x)) = 0. [As mention d in Section II we
use the matrix notation: (0S)(x,y,r) = Jt fi(x,z,i)i:(z,y,i)].
Since dynamics is translation invariant, and the vacuum shares this property, SI and £
are diagonal in momentum space, and it is convenient to use fouiier transformations. We
define the FT of <j>{x) as in (3.6)
<Kx) = / e*'x^(k)
Jk
where <K-k) = 0*(k)- It then follows that the FT of -ijé^

(3.20)
is

and the operators *(k) <=> 4>{k)6(<t> - <t>') and II(k) <=> - * ( 2 * ) ' i ^ ) i ( ^ - <t>') satisfy
comrnutatioa relation (3.9). The FT of E, ft and E are
E ( x - y , f ) = / e ik(x - y) E(JU)
í l ( x - y , í ) = / e < M x - y ) íl(U)
Jk
/e <k-(JI ' y) E(Jt,0

(3.22)
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and the Schródinger equation becomes

(3.23)
The Gaussian wave functional in (3.17), which may be written as

* 0 = N(t)exp -1 I <Kk)E(MM-k) ,

(3-24)

is a solution of the Schrodinger equation if E satisfies the Riccati equation
i ^ = fl-'H2 - a* (Pa'2 + p 2 + (*)

(3.25)

or equivalently, if the real and imaginary parts of E satisfy
fi = 4 0 - ^ 2

(3.26a)

2 = I*''!*-2 - 2a-dL2 - \ad (k2a~2 + /i2 + iR) .
8

(3.26b)

2

Equations (3.26) become a second order differential equation for ft, when E is eliminated
Cl = ^ - " Í T 1 + ^ ~ J f i 2 - dHÜ - 2 (a"2Jt2 + /i 2 + ÇR) Q
(3.27)
Both (3.25) and (3.27) are, in general, complicated to solve and another rewriting is preferable. The Riccati equation is linearized by the definition

jj

.

(3.28)

The resulting equation for F is linear and coincides with the equation of motion (3.7)

F + dHF + (it V

2

+ n2 + ZR) R = 0 .

(3.29)

Given a complex solution F, propt ly normalized according to (3.11), the real and imaginary
parts of E may be written as

and therefore, the solution of (3.27) is
fi = | f f

.

(3.31)

A particular solution of (3.29) defines a specific vacuum wave functional through (3.24)
and (3.30). The vacuum wave functional that corresponds to the vacuum state defined by
(3.15) in the Heisenberg picture is given by the covariance function
S = -iaá|ln,X'

(3.32)
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*

and is annihilated by the Schrõdinger picture representation of the annihilation operator in
(3.14)

6(k) = ~iadx'

- if) + (2*) V

j~Z

The excited Fock states are obtained as in the Heisenberg picture by repeated application
of the creation operator

- if) - (2*)4xj^{4 - if)
to the vacuum functional. They are represented by polynomials of 4> multiplying the vacuum Gaussian and are orthonormalized if taken in linear combinations corresponding to
functional Hermite polynomials.
A particular solution, E = — ta^J^lnx*, is determined by choosing </j,2(fc) in (3.10),
such that a specified initial or final condition is satisfied by the time-dependent Schrõdinger
equation. A conventional way of choosing a sensible vacuum in the fiat Robertson-Walker
metric is to take the solution x that behaves as the positive frequency mode in an asymptotic
time limit, t -» +co or t —* —oo, where the expansion rate is much smaller than the effective
frequency.
H = à/a « u\ = (JfcV2 + / i 2 ) l / 2
(3.35)
[The superscript in u\ signifies frequency in the free theory.] hi this limit, although the
frequency changes with time, it changes adiabatically, i.e.

ul/ul ~ O(H) «

o;2

(3.36)

and for fixed Jt, space-time carries a quasi-Minkowski metric. [We are considering a cl?ss of
space-times with no static asymptotic regions. The cosmologically interesting cases belong
to this class.]
To discus" the asymptotic form of the solution in the limit H « u>°k,"it is convenient
to use the cor, ormal time TJ:
ds7 = dt7 - o7(t)dx7 = eft) (dr,2 - dx2)

(3.37)

where t} is defined by drj/dt = l/a(t) and eft) = a2(t). By introducing new variables
(33S

We obtain equations for Fe and Qe from (3.27) and (3.29),
F? + (k7 + c [;i2 + (Ç - ad) R]) Fe = 0

(3.39a)

=O

(3.39b)

e
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where
Oi = ^ ^

(3.39c)

and prime denotes differentiation with respect to the conformai time 7). Normalization (3.11)
requires the normalization of Fe to be
FcF'e' - F^F* = i

,

(3.40)

2

and for a properly normalized solution Fc of (3.39a), ftc = |F C | is a solution of (3.39b).
Clearly, the solution of (3.39a) that plays the role of positive frequency mode in the limit
Jfc —» oo is

For fixed k, the asymptotic form of \c in the limit H «
w° (or equivalently
D = c'/c << u\y/c) is extracted from the well-known, formal plane wave type solution
to (3.39a),13

Xc = ~ = exp -i J" W{rf)irf

(3.42a)

where \V(ij) satisfies

W* = P + c tf + « - a.) R] ~ I ^

- | p )

,

(3.42b)

correspondingly
In the limit H «
solution (3.42b)

ftc = IXcl2 = ( 2 H T 1 •
(3.43)
v*, W may be determined iteratively by taking for the zeroth order

W'(0) = (* 2 +<> 2 +
The i

th

tf-ai)*])1/2

•

(3-44)

order iteration of (3.42b) yields

The iteration is in terms of the small parameters (H/~l) and its time-derivatives. Higher
order iterations contain higher order time derivatives of the scale factor and fall off rapidly
for large Jfc. Terms which involve n l h order time-derivatives of the scale factor are called nlfc
adiabatic order.

The boundary condition on (le is given at an asymptotic valtii of IJ, where H « wj.
The classical solution behaves as Minkowskian in this limit. The boundary condition 'i
determined by the zeroth adiabatic order
Xe""
• /o/I2

a. -..2^/ 2

(3.46)
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In this limit the covariancc function H is dominated by its real part,
H = i j T ' - 2iE ~ a V i V 3 + / « 2

(3.47;

and hats the form as in a harmonic oscillator. The exact solution of (3.39a) or (3.39b) which
behaves as (3.46) defines the so-called aiiabaiic vacuum. [The limit H « u/° occurs, in
general, at a singular point t = +oo or r = — oo and the exact solution which satisfies the
boundary condition may not be unique. However, one finds that in de Sitter space where
o(f) = tHt and in the Friedman universe where a(t) ~ y/tt the exact solutions x« are Hankel
functions and parabolic cylindrical functions, respectively, and are unique.]
For the adiabatic vacuum that we have chosen, the Hamiltonian of the system takes in
the limit H « u \ the asymptotic form,

and the operators 6(k) and &'(k) may be interpreted as one-particle annihilation and creation
operators. [The iterative expansion of the plane wave type solution in (3.42) - (3.45) provides
the divergent structure of the vacuum sector. For later discussions, explicit expansic.i of
SI — (2W)~% to the fourth adiabatic order is presented in Appendix B.
IV. APPLICATION OF THE SCHRÕDINGER PICTURE
As an application of the Schrõdinger picture technique, we shall study time evolution
of a system in an unstable potential.
The key feature of the new inflationary model is a phase transition of a special type,
often called a "slow rollover" transition,2 in which a scalar field, that plays the role of order
parameter, evolves slowly down a gentle hill in its potential-energy diagram. The standard
picture of this scenario may be summarized as follows: The initial state of the scalar field
<j> is in thermal equilibrium. At zero temperature the potential has a minima at $ — ±0c
and is extremely flat for <t> « \fre\. At very high temperature the effective potential has
a unique minimum at # = 0. As the universe cools the scalar field gets caught at # w 0
in a state of false vacuum. The energy density of the universe is then dominated by the
constant false vacuum energy density: p = fj NT* + po -* Po- And the universe rapidly
evolves into a de Sitter space as given in Eqs. (1.9). The scalar field hovers around 0 » 0
for a while and begins to roll down the hill of the potential diagram, obeying the classical
e< nation of motion. Once the scalar field reaches 0 = ±<j>e, it oscillates about the minima.
Tiiese oscillations are damped by the decay of the scalar field to the light particles and the
vacuum energy density is thcrmalhr d.
One of the assumptions in this picture is that the behavior of the scalar field during the
slow rollover is classical. This is important in that it leads to calculable density fluctuations
which are the seeds for galaxy formation.2
Using the Schrõdinger picture, we shall study quantum mechanics of two idealized
simple models14 and show the validity of this assumption. [In this section we shall ignore
the temperature effects and study only the pure state time evolution. In Section VI, we
shall include temperature effects.]
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IV. 1 Quantum Mechanics of an Upside-Down Harmonic Oscillator
First we examine a problem in one dimensional quantum mechanics v.-hich has many
similarities to the quantum field theory problem which we will discuss later. We consider a
particle moving in the potential

r(x) = - i * x 2 , * > 0 .

(4.1)

At t = 0 the particle is described by a wave function which is centered and peaked at x = 0For simplicity, we choose this wave function to be a Giussian.
The evolution is then governed by the Schrõdinger equation
l

ãT - "Si ã ? " 2*1 v •

(42)

This equation is satisfied by a wave function of the form
v{x,t) = X(i)exp {-B(t)x 2 } ,

(4.3)

i i = Afl/m

(4.4a)

iÈ*=lk + 2B7/m .

(4.4b)

provided that
and

In solving these equations it is useful to introduce the parameters

w2 = Jt/m .
The parameter lo describes a natural quantum-mechanical length scale, analogous to the
Bohr radius of the hydrogen atom. We will see that t .e system will appear classical when
it is probed at length scales large compared to lo- In terms of these parameters, one finds

~ 2(1 cos 2<j> + cosh 1st

'

where à is a real constant of integration which is related to the width of the wave packet at
/ = 0. The differential equation is satisfied for complex values of <£, but we choose to absorb
the imaginary part of <j> into a redefinition of the origin of f. The wave packet is then at its
minimum width when t = 0. For a properly normalized wave function one Ends
A = (2*)- 1 /* [6cos(* - »u.-0]"t/2 ,

(4.7)

where
(4.8)
We are particularly interested in the behavior of ç-(x,r) for large t, which is given by
.

(4.9)

The probability distribution for x is then Gaussian,
(4.10)
Note that the ^-dependence of (x 1 ) is easily understood. As 4> is varied, b7 is minimized
when ^ = * / 4 , with b = V For 4 < x/4, the initial probability distribution for x is broad,
and it therefore spreads quickly. For ^ > r/4, the initial wave function is narrowly p-aked
in x, and hence the spread at mome :tum is large; this spread of momentum results in a
rapid spreading of the x-distribution.
Our main point in introducing this model is to show that the quantum mechanical wave
function at large times is accurately described by classical physics. Let us first consider the
commutator of the x and p, where p = —»jjj- Note that
(4.11)
2

-'t) ,

where y/mkx is in fact the momentum which would be attained by a classical particle
which rolled from rest at the peak of the potential to the point x. Let us now examine the
non-coir.amtivity of x and p:

xptf = Jmkx7* + O (r7**)
(e- 2 - f ) .

(4.12a)
(4.12b)

The commutator contribution —ixfr will be insignificant compared to the other, term if 1 < <
y/mkx2, or equivalently if /§ « * 2 - Thus at large times, in the region x 2 » l£, the
commutator [x,p] becomes negligible and thereby poses no barrier to a classical description
of the system. The general rule is that whenever the distance over which the phase of
the wave function changes by 2K (i.e., the de Brogue wavelength) is much shorter than
any other relevant length, then classical physics applies. Alternatively, one can say that
classical physics applies whenever it is possible to ignore uncertainties Ax and Ap satisfying
AxApftl.
Note however that the wave function is definitely not sharply peaked about one particular classical trajectory. Thus, the large í behavior of the system must be described not by
a classical trajectory, but instead by a classical probability distribution:

/(x,p,0 = W{x,t)\7(

)
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To see that f(x.p,t) provides an accurate classical description of the system at late times,
one can verify the following statement:
a) /(x,p, t) describes classical physics — that is, it obeys the classical equations of motion:
fit

ftf

/if

'- = 0 .

(4.14)

b) For any dynamical variable (i.e., any function Q(x, p, f)), the expectation value of Q can
be computed by using either the quantum mechanical wave function ^ or the classical
probability distribution / . More precisely, it can be shown that

The probability distribution f(x,p,t) describes classical trajectories which roll from
rest, starting at the peak of the potential. These classical trajectories can be parametrized
by
z{t) = C?* ,
(4.16)
where the paranietrization insures the constraint between p and x which is implied by the Ífunction in the probability distribution (4.13). The probability distribution for the constant
C can then be determined from that for x:

Thus, at large times x(t) is determined up to a random multiplicative constant which obeys
a Gaussian probability distribution.
The physical interpretation of C can be clarified by writing it as C s ±6exp {—wr}, so
x(f) = ±beul'-r)

.

(4.18)

The parameter r clearly represents a time delay in the classical solution. The probability
distribution for r is given by
P(r) = 2 P ( C ) ^ = 2i/-wf- w r «cp{-2e-*""} ,

(4.19)

where the factor of 2 is inserted because there are two values '. C (C and -C) corresponding
to each value of r. Thus, at late times the particle obeys a classical trajectory, but the time
at which it begins to roll down the potential energy hill is determined by quantum processes,
and is described by a classical probability distribution.
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IV.2 The Scalar Field in the New Inflationary Universe — A Toy Model
We have described the behavior of an upside-do'.vn Harmonic oscillator, which has many
important features in common with the real problem of inflation. The result we have
obtained tells us that the Schrõdinger picture provides a clear description for the timeevolution of the system and brings new insights to the problem.
Next, we study an idealized quantum field theory model which approximates the behavior of the scalar field in the new inflationary scenario. The model is a free field theory
and therefore is exactly soluble. It is of course not totally realistic but may qualitatively
describe the correct phys-ics.
We consider a minimally coupled (Ç = 0 in (3.2)) free single scalar field with a timedependent mass, evolving in a de Sitter space with metric
.

(4.20)

The system is described by the action

[^""^«a,* - V(*)l

(4.21)

where the potential function is given by 15
2

' )

2

,iV>0

.

(4.22)

This potential has a minimum at $ = 0 and is stable for early times (f < <<j where c2 e~2*'0 =
1), but becomes unstable in late times.
The functional Schrõdinger equation of the system is, from (3.23)

-k)
2

2

2

(4.23)

2

+ ((k + 7 ) e" *' - /< ) <>(k)0(-k))]] *
where f2 = n2c2 > 0. In the asymptotically early times (3.36) is satisfied 'and the modes
behave as in the Minkowski space:
lim H = x «

v/* 2 + 7 2 c" x ' = u°k(t) .

(4.24)

In this limit, the potential in (4.22) is stable and one can define an adiabatic vacuum
satisfying the boundary condition (3.47). The Gaussian wave functional of the form in
(3.34) is found by solving the classical equation of motion (3.29).
/ + Z\F + ((*' + ->2) e- 2 *' - /i2) F = 0

(4.25)

The solutions of this equation are

j ^

(4.26)
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where

(4-29)
z =
and Jp(z) and Np(z) denote the Bessel functions of the first and second kind, respectively,
and A is the effective wavelength. In the asymptotically early times where (4.24) is satisfied
one expects that the solutions to the differential equation (4.25) should behave sinusoidally,
except that the frequency changes slowly. The Hankel functions

JAz) + iN,{)
HJ?\z)=:Jp{2)-iNp(z)
then become complex exponentials. FVom the behavior of the Hankel functions for asymptotically large z one obtains16
oc e—!(«o)('-««)

(4.29)

by expanding z(t) for t ta tQ for some early value of to (s(<o) >> 1). This expansion is valid
provided that |\(r - t o )| < < 1.
Using the property of the Hankel functions, Hpl)(z)^-{z)
- d-^-{z)Hp2\z) = - £ ,
we obtain the normalized positive frequency mode function F(k,t) which, through (3.28) or
(3.30), defines the adiabatic vacuum functional for the scalar field in de Sitter space, known
as Bunch-Davies vacuum.17

*o oc exp-i I <Kk)E(MM-k)

(4-30a)

(430b)

(4.30c)

The early time behavior of "to is, from (4.29),

2 ] k )

.

(4.31)

The covariance function of the Gaussian is dominated by the real effective frequency for
each mode.
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In the Schrõdinger picture description we can explicitly show that the classical description emerges at large times when the time-dependent potential (4.22) is unstable, as in th*
one-dimensional quantum mechanical example. From the property of Hankel functions13 for
x « 1, one obtains the behavior of the covariance function of the Gaussian for large times.

] («2,
The dominant term is purely imaginary, and we have

2

j

(4.33)

Let us observe that operating with the canonical momentum operator on $o *t large
times yields
^

|

3

V

2

(4.34)

The first factor is precisely the classical value of the canonical momentum II(k,f) =
e 3x V(k,<) with i(k,f) = \{2p - 3)*<Kk,t), which is the solution of the classical equation of motion at large times. From (4.27) the large time defined by z « 1 is the time for
which the effective wavelength becomes larger than the horizo . distance x"1 = If"1.
Thus, our idealized field theory model is described by classical physics at large times.
Again, as in the case of the upside-down harmonic oscillator, it is described not by a single
trajectory, but by a classical probability distribution.14 [We shall come back to this idealized
toy model in Section VI and discuss thermal effects.]
V. SELF-INTERACTING SCALAR FIELD IN THE SCHRÕDINGER
PICTURE
The time-dependent Schrõdinger equation cannot be solved exactly, except for linear
problems described by a quadratic Hamiltonian. To obtain a solution for a non-linear [interacting] system we use a variational approximation in which Dirac's variational principle9
is implemented approximately.
V.I

Variational Principles

The time-dependent variational principle results in a time-dependent equation; such
variational methods in quantum physics are not as familiar as the static variational principles
appropriate to time-independent equations. Therefore, first we survey the subject of timedependent variational principles.
Already in classical mechanics, one encounters time-independent and time-dependent
variational principles for the relevant dynamical equations of mechanics. Static solutions
stationarize the Hamiltonian (energy) as a function of p and 9; this is seen from the Hamiltonian equations
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The full time-dependent Newtonian equations are derived by Hamilton's variational principle, which requires stationarizir.g the classical action / c |. the time integral of the Lagrangian
£, and a functional of ç(f):

Notice that the static variations require no boundary conditions, while the time-dependent
ones must vanish at the end points the time integral that defines the action.
Both the static and the time-dependent variation principles of classical physics have
their quantum analogs. The former translates into the requirement that expectation values
of the Hamiltonian be stationary: this yields the time-independent Schrõdinger equation.
The latter's analog is Dirac's little-known 'line-dependent variational principle. We define
the effective action F as the time-integral of the diagonal matrix element of i Jj — W.
,

(5.3)

and demand that T be stationary against arbitrary variations of |¥) and (*|, imposing
appropriate boundary conditions. This results in the time-dependent Schrõdinger equation.
The parallel to classical physics is even closer when generating funct tonais are used. (We
discuss the field-theory in Minkowski space-time.) On the one hand, generating functional,
the field theory analogs of Gibbs free energy, generate (single-particle-irreducible; Green's
functions. On the other hand, they implement the above two quantum variational principles
in two steps: in the first step, the variation is carried out subject to a constraint, in the
second the constraint is removed.
Thus we define the effective t itrgy E{$) as the stationary expectation of the Hamiltonian, in a normalized state |¥), subject to the constraint that the expectation of the
quantum field operator $(x) is a prescribed static function <Kx):
£(*) = stationary value of ( * ( # • ) ,

(*I*(x)|*) = <Kx) ,
{*!•) = 1 .

(5.4a)

(5.4b)
(5.4c)

Then removing the constraint (5.4b) requires solving

and this point also defines the physical theory." (When $ is further restricted to be r
independent, the effective energy functional becomes the tffective potential times the volume
of space.30) The effective energy generates Green's functions at zero energy, the effective
potential generates them at zero energy and momentum.
The time-dependent generalization of the above implements Dirac's variational principle
in two steps. First, we defice the effective action F as a stationary value subject to the
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constraint that a matrix element of the quantum field It'x) is held fixed at a prescribed
function of space and time oli.x):

y value of / * / * _ ; * i^-tfjt + ;f\
= stationary

, (5.6a)
(5.6b)
(5.6c)

As befits a time-dependent variation principle, on* abo needs boundary conditions. Analogously to the classical case, these are set at the end points of the time integral, here ±oc.
One «*»«"•"*« that the time-dependent states |$±;f) tend to the ground state |0) of H, and
the variations vanish there:
)-|0) (5.7)
(For fteM theory in K\V metric, IiiO(_7oc [9±) = |0 « ) and the "in" and "out" vacuum may
be different.) Finally, to regain the physical theory, the constraint is removed

We shall now show4 that F(c>) is the usual effective action, the generating functional
tor ooe-partide irreducible Green's functions, which is defined as the Legendre transform of
the generating functional for connected Green's functions \V( J), given by
Z( J) = exp i\V{ J) = (-,!!+, t)

(5.9)

where states |±.f) satisfy

!±,i>
!±i> = JW- ^ d x J(x)#(x)} |±,t)

(5.10)

with the boundary condition
lim |±,i) = |0)

(5.11)

[We assume J(x) = 0 as í - • ±cc and * ( x ) is the fixed time operator in the Schrõdinger
picture. Moreover, we assume time-independent H, but this restriction may be relaxed for
field theory in R-W metric. The collection of the variables x.t is denoted by x.J
To show that r($) in Eqs. (5.6) is indeed

W( J) - Jfx J(x)<Kr) ,

(5.12)

we begin by introducing Lagrange multipliers J(s) and ur(t), which ensure the constraint
(5.6b) and (5.6c). respectively: We consider the quantity
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Variations with respect to |*-,<} and 1*+,) produce the following equations:
(5.14aj
(5.14b)
Next we remove w(t) (and w*(t)) in (5.14) by redefining the states.
|+,t)sexpi/

ti;(t')<ft'|*+,t)
(5.15)

|-,<}=expi
The boundary conditions in (5.6) imply that
(5.16)
and \±,t) satisfy

Ui:-n+

/<ixJ(x)$(x))|±,f)=O

(5.17)

which is precisely (5.10). From (5.6c) and (5.15) we find
(5.18)
where TV( J) is related to the Lagrange multiplier u>(t):
W(J)= /

dtw(t)

(5.19)

J—oc

Furthermore, from (5.6c) and (5.14a), W( J) is given by
(5.20)
Therefore, we obtain
ttir

(5.21)

Using (5.14a,b) and integrating by parts, we obtain

(5.22)
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The next-to-last term vanishes due to the boundary condition (5.7) and the last term vanishes due to (5.6c), and we establish that
6W
and

(5.24)

V.2 Time-Dependent Gaussian Approximation for Pure States
An approximate application of the Dirac's variational principle in (5.3) with a restricted
variational Ansatz, in the Rayleigh-Ritz manner, leads to approximate but tractable equations describing the time-evolution of a given initial state of a non-linear system. We shall
study a self-interacting scalai field using a variational approximation in which a Gaussian
Ansatz is taken for the wave functional.9
tf(^,<) = JV(r)expi

xexp- / (#x)-v5(x,0) MT'ix.y.o-iEix.y.t) (<Ky)-v(y,O)
Jx,y
I*
J
The variational parameters are <p, n, ft and E, and the covariance function of the Gaussian
is parameterized as in the vacuum wave functional in (3.18). Here the linear averages are
non-vanishing,
(*(x)) =v?(x,<) ,
(II(x)) = ir(x,f) ,
(5.26)
appropriately modifying the bilinear averages of (3.19); for example, ($(x),$(y)) =
<p(.x,t)<p(y,t) + ft(x,y,/). From the average value of the operator tgy appearing in the
effective action (5.3), we find that the imaginary part of the covariance function E plays the
role of a canonical momentum conjugate to the real part ft.
,r)

(5-27)

For the self-interacting scalar field in the fiat RW metric with the potential function,

Í 2£J?*

;

V(») =

i / i2 * 2 + ^* 4 ,

(5.28)

the effective action of (5.3) evaluated in the Gaussian trial state is

**,ft,E) =Jdtjl

[r* - ad (jo"*V + \*~7 F*? + V(

+ h fEft - ga-'ft- 1 - 2a-JEftS - \a* (-a"2V2ft(x, y, i)\wy + tf(2V)ft)l (5.29)
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[We have used a matrix notation as in (3.19), omitting obvious space-time arguments and
U^ = %$•] The terms in the first square bracket are the classical action, terms in the
second square bracket are 0(h) corrections and the last term is an 0{k2) correction. [We
have set ft = 1 throughout except in (5.27).] By \arying T with respect to the varíatíonal
parameters we obtain four variations! equations

2

VV - (^2 + ÍR + I A / +

Í

ftfx,y,t) = 2a-d[(ilX)(x,y,t) + (En)(x,y,i)]
2í

2

w

(530)

2

Ê(x,y,í) = a' [ia- ' fi- (x>x,r) -2a- E (x,y,t)

- \ (-a"2V2 + /i2 + iR + \j +^Q(x, x, t)) 6\x - y)]
We shall consider translationally invariant field configurations where <p is homogeneous.
Then the equations for the FT of ft and E are
ft = 4a-<fftE

(5.32a)

t = aá [ ^ - " Í T 2 - 2a-"E 2 - I (k2a~2 + m2 + iR)]
2
I8
J

(5.32b)

where
(5.32c)
Equations (5.29) are the same as the exact free equations of (3.26), with /J 2 replaced by
a self-consistently determined effective mass m 2 (r). By removing E in (5.29) we obtain a
second order differential equation of the form (3.27)

Õ = ^ - " f t " 1 + ^fi^fl 2 - dHtl - 2 (a"2*2 + m2 + iR)Sl .

(5.33)

In the limit d — 3 in which we are interested, these equations possess field theoretic
infinities in m 2 (t) due to the short distance behavior of ft. The infinities depend on the
state considered; therefore, we shall first define our vacuum state by using the dimensionally
regularized form (5.32) or (5.33) which are well-defined and finite. Then we shall discuss
renormalization8 of the infinities in the vacuum sector and for other excited Gaussian states,
at d = 3.
First, we define the vacuum for the interacting theory in the Gaussian approximations
by generalizing the concept of the «diabatic vacuum of the free theory. This we can do since
the dynamical equations in the Gaussian approximation are the same as those in the free
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theory, except fx2 is replaced by rn2(t). We shall first show the existence of the plane wave
type solution, which plays the role of the positive frequency mode as in the free theory.
The variational equations (5.29a) and (5.29b) mav be combined into a single equation

= «-'Z 2 - a4 [fcV 2 + m2 + (R]

(5.34a)
(5-34b)

By defining E = — iad§i In F*, and changing to conformai variables we arrive at an equation
of the form (3.39a) with (i2 replaced by m2(t).
c

=0 .

(5.35)

For a properly normalized solution Fc, fte = |F C | 2 is then a solution of

«" = l^c"1 + \n?ti? - 2(k2 + c [m2 + (i-ad)R])ile

(5.36)

which is obtained from (5.33) by defining fi = c(1~rf)/2£lc. Although (5.35) is not linear in the
interacting Gaussian approximation, due to the presence of the self-consistently determined
mass, we can still present a formal plane wave type solution, as in (3.42),
W(r)')dr)'
(r)')dr)'

(5.37a)

W2 = k2 + c [m2 + tf - ad)R] - \ fc - \ ^ \

,

(5.37b)

and the corresponding solution of (5.36) is
1

.

Again, as in the free theory, W may be expanded iteratively, in the limit H «
y/k2a~2 + m 2 , by taking the zeroth order iteration to be
IV'W = (it2 + c [m2 + « - ad)R})i/2

(5.38)
w» =
(5.39)

and the t ih order iteration the same as (3.45). Unlike in the free tueory, each order of the
iteration is not an approximate solution in the limit H «<*;*, since the effective mass is selfconsistently determined by the full solution. For the same reason, terms which involve n t h
order time-derivatives explicitly are not of n t h adiabatic order since m 2 (r) contains the full
solution which is of infinite adiabatic order. Nevertheless, the iterative expansion is in terms
of the small parameters, #/-.•* (or equivalently D/ui, \/c) and its time-derivatives, providing
the asymp otic expansion of the solution, that behaves as the Minkows':i vacuum solution7 in
the limit H «ui, and therefore defining the adiabatic vacuum in the interacting Gaussian
approximation. The explicit form of the iterative expansion of fic = [2W)~l is given in
Appendix B up to terms involving fourth order time-derivatives.
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V.3 Renormalization of the Variation^ Equation
As mentioned earlier in the limit d = 3. infinities appear in m2(f), due to the short
distance behax'ior of Í2, and the various forms of the equation of motion [(5.30) - (5.35)]
must be renormalized. We shall discuss the renormalization in the vacuum sector, where
the large-1 behavior of ile(k,r}) is presented in Appendix B. Also we shall further inquire
for which Gaussian states, with large-Jt behavior of fie(JEr,i/) different from the vacuum
case, does the vacuum renormalization suffice to render the equations finite.8. We shall
assume for simplicity that if = 0 in the vacuum sector since the value of -p does not affect
renormalization.
From the explicit form of the expansion of ÍÍC(A-, Tf) given in (B.2) we have

(5

"0a)

+ terms finite at d = 3
where T(x) is the Gamma function and ük — (k7 + mtc)1
íl(x,x,í) by isolating the pole term at d = 3.

+ terms finite at d = 3
rf-

. We define the finite part of

(5.40b)

1X3 - d) t"1 + (^ -

Here 7 is the Euler constant and A is an arbitrary mass scale.
Now we shall show that the dynamical equations become finite by the following renormalization preset iption

— +Or<J .
AR

[The subscript J? denotes renormalized quantities.] It is straightforward to see that the
mass-like quantity m2 = m? + (Ç — oj)i?, which appears in the dynamical equations written
in terms of conformai variables, is made finite by the above renormalization.

m2 = m2 + ({ - oj)R
(5-42)
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Therefore, the combination m2(r) + £R, which appears in the dynamical equations written
in terms of t and the original variables [(5.32) - (5.34)], is also finite. Consequently the
dynamical equations in the Gaussian approximation become renormalized and well-defmtd
in t'je vacuum sector at n = 3 4-1.
Next, we shall briefly discuss the class of Gaussian states for which the dynamical
equations become finite by the above vacuum renonnalization. A class of properly normalized solutions Fc(k, 17) to (5.32) may be presented in terms of the plane wave type vacuum
solution Xe of (5.37) and its complex conjugate, where \e and \* satisfy (5.32) with a
self-consistently determined m 2 , and Fc solves (5.32) with a different, self-consistent m 2 .

M)

(5.43a)
(5.43b)

The corresponding solution of the variational equation fi(Jt,f) may be written as

•Jo

The Gaussian state described by this solution has average particle number relative to th
vacuum given by |<f2|2.

Gaussian states with finite particle number density have novvanishing overlap with the
vacuum and belong to the Fock space of the v& uum. For such states we have, at d = 3,
<-^

forfc-»oo .

(5.46)

[We are ignoring possible fractional power behavior.] Then, dynamical equations become
finite by the vacuum sector renormalization prescription, as shown in Ref. [7] for Minkowski
space-time. In the initial value problem, the condition (5.46), together with (5.43b), implies
that the initial conditions for fic(fc,»7o) and Q'e(k,T)0) at an initial time 170 must have the
following large-it behavior,

fif(Ar,t,o) ~ —===Lr=T=[.
+ O(k-3 or smaller)]
* - * 2y/k^ + m2(»7oM»?o)
fi'ciit^o)^ [O{k-*) or smaller] ,

(5.47)

where m2(i7o) is the self-consistently determined initial mass defined as in (5.39).ltf
The time-dependent Gaussian approximations are the analogue of time-dependent
Hartree-Fock approximations19 or large-A' approximation. The validity of the Gaussian
approximation has been studied in Rcf. [21] by applying it to various one-dimensional quantum mechanical problems and comparing with numerical solutions of exact equations.
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VI. TIVE EVOLUTION OF MIXED STATES
VI. 1 Generalities
When the initial state of a system is a pure state, described by a definite wave functional
• , the time-dependent Schrõdinger equation determines uniquely subsequent evolution.
However, for the collective phenomena that we study, initially the system is likely to
be in a mixed state, described by a (functional) density matrix:

Here {$„} is a complete set of wave functional» and pn is the probability that the system
is in state n. Average values of physical quantities described by operators O, which in turn
are represented by kernels O(ç, £), are determined by the density matrix
(O) = trpO = jVfVjp($r<f)O(T?,<p)

.

(6.2)

The time development of these averages is determined, once the time-dependence of the
density matrix is kr.o*ii.
For the equilibrium problems considered in Ref. [1], dynamics is time-translational
invariant and energy is conserved. The complere set cf wave functional» in (6.1a) comprises
the energy eigenstates with eigenvalues En and the occupation probabilities are given by the
canonical Boltzmana distribution: pn = e~^E<>/ £ n , e~iE"' where 1/3 h temperature times
Boltzmann's constant kg. The initial density matrix corresponds to the canonical ensemble
and its time evolution is trivial: it remains constant in time because the pn's are constant and
the time dependence in energy eigenfunctions is a phase that disappears from ¥ ¥ ' . In this
static situation the Green's-function methods of Ref. [1] become applicable. Calculations
become similar to those at zero temperature, but in space-time, once the analogy between
0 and (imaginary) time is made.
More generally however, the time evolution is non-trivial. The p n 's need not be Boltzmaxin factors, and they can change in time. Also the $ n 's need not be energy eigenstates;
they may have complicated time dependence which we shall assume to be determined by
the time-dependent Schrõdinger equation, with a time-dependent Hamiltonian. Evidently,
a differential equation summarizing this time variation is

The commutator on the right-hand side arises from the time variation of the wave functions, assumed governed by the Hamiltonian H. (Note that the sign is opposite from the
Heisenberg equation of motion.) The second term, which by definition is

1-Efct.r.

(6.4)
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reflects the possible time-dependence of the occupation probabilities.
To solve (6.3), and thereby to determine the time evolution of p, we need three pieces
of information. In order that (6.3) be a specific equation, the form of H must be given, and
also a model for dpn/dt must be adopted so that something can be said about dp/dt. Once
(6.3) is well-posed, an initial condition is required for a specific solution.
To gain further insight into (6-3), let us relate p and its time derivative to a microscopic
description in terms of a pure state for a larger, closed system. This discussion will be carried
out in the language and formalism of quantum mechanics; the functional Schrõdinger picture
allows applying the same ideas to quantum field theory. The density matrix p(xi,x 2 ) arises
when we consider a system in a pure state described by two sets of variables {P,X} and
{p,x} and ignore the former:
(6.5a)
(6.5b)
The Hamiltonian for the entire system is taken as
(6.6)
The time-dependent Schrõdinger equation gives a differential equation satisfied by p.

+ IdX
I

*(X.x,)

(6.7a)

The first term on the right-hand side of (6.7a) vanishes, because it receives contributions
only from the surface boundary of X space:

•(X,x,) + *(X,x,)

The second and third terms in (6.7a) may be rewritten as

(6.7b)
Here
(6.7c)
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and V*(Xé) is some suitable av»r?.ge of l"(X.x,) over the complete wave functions

•(X,x,)*'(X,x2).
Comparison of Í6.3) with Í6.7) shows that the former follows from the microscopic
theory of the latter, provided there exists an average potential V(x) which permits (i) using
a Hamiltonian exclusively for the p.x variables and (ii) replacing the last term in (6.7b)
by the last term in (6.3). Let us observe that V(x) will in general be time-dependent since
• ( X , x ) is. Hence, the effective Hamiltonian (6.7c) describes an isolated system in the
sense that it makes reference only to the relevant variables p and x, but the effect of the
environment is still felt through the time dependence of H. Moreover, further effects of the
environment are coded in the last term of (6.3). which represents the last term of (6.7b).
Presumably for a speciSc many-body system, the physical situation may be carefully
examined, at least in principle, so that (6.3) can be justified on the basis of (6.7), and
appropriate expressions for H and dp/dt can be derived by this so-called coarse-gnining
procedure. In the cosmological application that we have in mind, such analysis may be
carried out under certain approximation and will be discussed later.
We shall assume the validity of (6.3), with some time-dependent Hamiltonian H, and
first we shall further assume ff = 0, i.e., we take the probabilities p n not to change in time.
This is tantamount to the assumption that entropy 5 stays constant:

S = -ktrplnp=-k^pnlnpn

.

(6.8)

n

While we are led to our assumption by necessity (we do not know how the probabilities
vary in time) the end result describes physically plausible processes in which energy is not
conserved, but entropy is. Precisely such transitions are thought to take place in the early
Universe. In the language of statistical mechanics we are speaking of aiiabatic processes —
closely related to but not identical with the quantum aiiabatic theorem.
The approximations that we employ are realized when interactions between the { P , X }
and {p. x} systems may be ignored in the complete Har iltonian (6.6), so that H is approximated by

U(X) + V(x) in formula (6.9) sho-old be viewed as an approximate and average replacement
for the exact V(X. x): hence 17(X) +• V(x) may carry a time dependence that represents the
residual influence of one system on the other. With (6.9) the last term in (6.7b) vanishes.
When the Hamiltonian is a turn as in (6.9), the initial wave function $ ( X , x ) is a
superposition of factorized orthononnalized wave functions for each subsystem:
) .

(6.10)

Here cn are constant and P 2 /2.V + 1>'(X) governs the time evolution of @ n (X), while
p'/2m + V(x) governs tfn(x). Thus the density matrix (6.5a) becomes
X2)

(6.11a)
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with constant probabilities
P» = !cn|2 .

(6.11b)

To summarize, in the absence of the last term in (3.3), we need to solve the quantum
Liouville (von Neumann) equation
-p = i(p,ff]

(6.12)

with a time-dependent Hamiltonian. Our methods allow considering an initial thermalequilibrium distribution as well as an arbitrary initial distribution.
VI.2 A Variation Principle for Liouville Equation
Our goal is now settled: obtain solutions to the Liouville equation (6.12) with a canonical distribution density matrix as initial condition. But the method for achieving this
goal must still be developed because (6.12) cannot be integrated directly, except for linear (non-interacting) problems described by a quadratic Hamiltonian. To this end we use
a variational principle, first stated in the many-body context by Balian and Vénéroni,10
which yields, under * bitrary variation, the Liouville equation. An approximate application
of this principle with a restricted variational Ansatz, in the Rayleigh-Ritz manner, leads to
approximate but tractable equation^ for the density matrix that may be integrated.
A variational principle that gives th; Liouville equation (6.12) makes use of a Lagrange
multiplier kernel. Consider the action-like quantity10

I = -fdttrp ( | A + i[H,A}\ - tr (,A)U
(6.13)

Here A, p, and H are time-dependent kernels and the trace is over these kernels, while the
time integral ranges from an initial time ij to a final time t/. The Lagrangian multiplier
kernel is A, whose variation gives

(jt

tytt

.

(6.14)

.

(6.15)

Similarly, variation of p leaves
^

)

|

t

.

Next we impose temporal boundary conditions to eliminate the last terms in (6.14) and
(6.15). We shall require that

ALf/-l

:

(6-16)

i.e., the Lagrange multiplier becomes the identity kernel S{<p\ — çj) at the final time. Consequently, 6\ must vanish there. At initial time /,, the boundary condition is set on the
density matrix, and according to our program p\t=t
will be given by Pi(0,), the canonical
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Boltzrnann distribution density matrix appropriate to /f|(_f., with temperature # , or an
approximation thereto. Hence £p vanishes at initial time.
Demanding that / be stationary against both variations gives, with the help of our
boundary conditions, the Liouville equation (6.12) for p, and also for A. Moreover, the
boundary condition on A selects the static solution A = 1 for all time. [Note that Pi(0i)
does not provide a static solution to the Liouville equation for all times, except when H is
time-independent.] With this development, A disappears from the discussion, and we are
left with a variational formulation for the Liouville equation, which will be implemented
approximately in the subsequent.
Notice that the Liouville equation implies that trp is constant. Hence proper normalization of p is ensured, provided pi{ti) is normalized. It is not necessary to enforce
normalization during the variation, though one can do so by adding to (6.13) another Lagrange multiplier times (trp - 1). Upon redefining the phase of A, this addition may be
removed, leaving (6.13) once again.
Let us further observe that the specific condition (6.16) (viz., A becomes the identity
rather than some other fixed kernel) is also needed to make contact with the effective action
formalism. This is seen by implementing the above variational principle in two steps, where
at the first step subsidiary conditions are imposed;
(6.17a)
(6.17b)
(The first of th two above equations reads explicitly

-J

]} = <f>(t,x)

with the time-dependence arising because A and p are time-dependent kernels. One can
show that the non-equilibrium effective action F(^), defined as the stationary value of / in
(6.13),
= stationary value of I dttt pi-—-

i[H, A] J
(6.18)

= stationary value of / dt I -—A — i[H, A] \

,

subject to the above boundary conditions and constraints, is also the single-particleirreducible generating functional, obtained as the usual Legendre transform of the connected
generating functional, the field theory analog of the Helmholtz free energy. The argument23
parallels the derivation of the analogous zero-temperature results given in (V.I).
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VI.3 Gaussian Approximation for Isoentropic Time Evolution of Mixed States
We shall solve the Liouville equation for a scalar fiel'l in R\V metric for which thr
Hami'tonian is time-dependent. For the ir.rcracting scalar fu-Id with *.h<- potential funrtion
given (5.28), the dynamics is non-linear and Liouviile equation cannot be solved exactly. By
maki.g a restricted vari&tional Ansatz within the exact variationa! principle (6-13) formulated above, tractable equations are obtained, which still retain some of the non-linearity of
the complete problem.
The Ansatz that we make for p is Gaussian

Í6.10)

Nt is a real, time-dependent normalization factor, 0<. E; and S are real kernels satisfying
Hermicity pivufa) = p*{p2,4>i)- Let us observe that a non-vanishing S is a measure of
the amount by which the density matrix differs from a pure state, and is related to the
probability pn. For ê = 0, p(<ài,<fo) = ¥(<>i)*"(&) with * given by the Gaussian Ansatz,
which we have considered in Section III (specialized to vanishing linear averages). Therefore,
we call 6 the "degree of mixing."
With the above density matrix, it follows that the linear averages vanish
= 0

(TI) = 0

(6.20a)

while bilinear averages are

(*(x)*(y)) = (ííí /2 (l - ir'fi)'' 2 ) (x,y,1)

(6.20b)
4( ^ ] (

/ t ) (,

(6.20c)
- y) + 2 (í>j/2(l - ír'fi] / 2 Eí) (x,y,í)

(6.20d)

(A density matrix with noi -vanishing linear averages is obtained from (6.20) by replacing
^1,2 -* (^1,2 ~ V5) f"1^ multiplying the p by e x p t / x JT(X,<)(^I(X) - ^{x).]
In order to implemen* the variational principle we also need an Ansatz for A. A natural
choice5 which makes the < .juations for p and A decouple is

[Â <
I)

A - A' /+A ( * ) + A in) + n.\ ( n n ) n

(6.21)
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Evaluating the F for p and A given by (6.19) and (6.2i) and demanding that the variation
of F with respect to A vanish we obtain approximate equations governing the parameters
ft;, £< and t. For the scalar geld with the potential function of (5.2S) the F.T. of ft, E and
S satisfy the following equations:1*

ft* = 4a-4SltU

(6.22a)

t$ = |a' M ft7 2 (l - <2) - 2«-2E5 - 2a* (<r2*2 + m| + ZR)

(6.22b)

Í =0

(6.22c)

with an effective mass denned bv

(6.2M)
*

2

Eliminating E< we obtain a second order differential equation for ft*.

First, we observe that Eq. (6.22c) is consistent with the isoentropic time-evolution.
Next, by defining
ft, s
tty/l-P
(6.24a)
we find that the form of the equations (6.22) and (6.23) are identical to those of puie states
(5.31) and (5.32),

ft = ^ - " r r 1 + ^rr'ft 3 - mil - 2 (<r2*2 + m7s + {/?)

ft

(5.24b)

except that an effective mass, expressed in terms of ft contains 6.
*

A

\ Jw^r^£} -

(624c)

Therefore, discussion of renormalizability for mixed states becomes a trivial transcription
of previous results for pure states.
It is straightforward to show that for the class of solutions ft = c^'^^ftc with ft, of
the form given in (5.41), the average particle number for each mode in the Gaussian density
matrix is, relative to the vacuum.

Í I<M*)I*

(»«} « { ' " "
\ 6(k)

for

•*(*)<!

(6-25)
.
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Therefore, it is reasonable to consider only those states with 6(k) which yields finite particle
number density. For such a mixing parameter the effective mass is made finite by the vacuum
renonnalization prescription if ÍJC satisfies the condition (5.46). Moreover, the most general
initial density matrix at time ifc may be written in terms of íl e , fte and 6 as

Mo)
fc,»?o)
and for ftc(fc,i}o) and fle(Jt,jjo) satisfying the condition (5.47) the equation of motion is
made finite by the vacuum renonnalization.
VI.4 Application: Time-Evolution of the Scalar Field in the New Inflationary Universe —
A Toy Model
As an application, let us return to the time-evolution of the scalar field in the toy model
of inflation introduced in Section IV, when the initial state is in thermal equilibrium at To
at an asymptotically early initial time ToSince the system is a free field theory the Gaussian density matrix is exact. Upon
introducing the initial temperature % through 6{k) as
«-»(*)« coéh/9°wí(«0)

(6.27a)

where

the density matrix of the system at later time is given by 6(k) and the following parameters

ní(M) = flv'i-ó2 ;
i

(6 28a)

where ft is the vacuum value obtained from (4.30).

(6.2Sb)

Note that for asymptotically early time» where y/k2 + f7 t~%t »
time-dependent temperature such that 6{k) remains constant:

x one can define a

T(Q»T, €-»<'-"> ; *-»(*) = coshWVSW
Therefore, the system remains to be in thermal equilibrium during the aymptotically early
isoentropic time-evolution.
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Now we shall show that the late time behavior of the system is classical.
We can describe the classical limit as the situation when the next-to-last term in (6.20c)
is dominated by the last terms and when the next-to-last imaginary term in (6.20d) is
dominated by the real last terms. The reason is that the next-to-last term is O(h), while
the last terms are 0(1). [Remember that in our units h — 1 and hence, is invisible in the
above formulas.] In fact, the next-to-last term in (6.20d) is due to the commutation between
* ( x ) and n(x). By calculating F.T. of (*(x)II(y)) in the large time limit, we obtain1*

F.T.(»(x)n(y)) = 5 - - ^

_ _ _
(6.30)

Therefore, the commutator contribution is negligible and the large time behavior is classical.
VI.5 Entropy-Changing Time-Evolution
So far we have considered only the isoentropic time-evolution. In order to study realistic
problems, one must, in general, relax isoentropic restriction by considering a more general
equation than the Liouville-von Neumann one. In other words one wants to allow timedependence in the occupation probabilities. While this can be done in a variety of ways, we
shall discuss the coarse-graining procedure in which we use the calculational techr que for
computing the isoentropic density matrix.
Suppose attention is focused on aspects of the system, for example, inflation-driving
scalar field, and we would like to study effects of other articles in detail. Then we may
compute the isoentropic density matrix and then divide its variables into "environmental"
and "systematic." Integrating over the former produces a "reduced" density matrix for the
"system" with time-dependent occupation probabilities.
As an example, let us consider two fields <t> and x, which are the system and environment,
respectively. The total Hamiltonian is given by
«*•

(6.31)

The isoentropic density matrix p{4>,4>';x,x'\i) is governed by

f

(6.32)

and we can compute p in the Gaussian approximation. Then, by integrating out x fi*ld w e
obtain
'; X. X<)
(6-33)
which satisfies more general equations than the Liouville-von Neumann one.

i§(*,*';0*«PWl + ...
at

(6-34)
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The term represented by ... corresponds to -£ coming from the time-dependence of the
occupation probabilities, and the entropy of the ^-system,

S= Trplnp
is time-dependent.25
In this way, in principle, one can study the influence of all "environmental" particles
on a given "system" by using a specific particle physics model. Since we do ot have a welldefined quantum theory of gravity, the gravitational effect will be included only classically
through the time-dependence of the total Hamiltonian.
VII. FINITE, RENORMALIZED EINSTEIN-MATTER EQUATIONS
VIM

Semi-Classical Coupled Einstein-Matter Equations

So far we have studied the dynamics of a scalar field in R-W background metric with
some given scale factor a(t). However, the behavior of a(t) is self-consistently determined by
the dynamics of the matter fields through the Einstein-matter coupled equations. In order
to study dynamical questions such as how an exponential expansion sets in or whether the
universe returns to radiation dominated era after a reheating prccess in the inflationary
cosmology, one must study the coupled semi-classical Einstein-matter equations.

V

2

)

(7.1)

, Dynamical equations of matter .
where (Tp*) is the expectation value of the energy-momentum tensor of the matter fields in
a given quantum state. For simplicity, we consider coupled equations of a single scalar field
and gravity.
The energy-momentum tensor for the scalar field described by the action

=J

- V(#) - ifJ»*]

'

(7.2)

- g,, f £
where ; n denotes the covariant derivative with respect to the space-time index fi. In the
functional Schrõdinger picture, the expectation value of T^v in a given state is obtained by
expressing the field operator #(x) as ó[x)ò(4> - 4') and its canonical momentum II(x) as
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In the fiat Robertson-Walker metric of (3-1), the expectation value of T^ in the transl&tionally invariant Gaussian state of (5.25) with ¥>(x,<) = ç(t) has the following form.

(Too) = \o~Ur2 + V(f)

(7.4a)

a2sJ |
|o-"ft- 1 (x,x,f) + 2a-"(EÍÍE)(x,xíí)

x,l) +Õ(x,x,o]
x.x,í)>
§) + o2ííi|fi(x,x,<)ft(x,xT<)
(Toi) = 0

(7.4b)
(7.4c)

In (7.4), m7(t) is the self-consistently determined effective mass denned in (5.32c), v and
K are homogeneous, but time-dependent. (TJJ,,) is the energ>*-momentum tensor for the
free theory when m2 is replaced by ft2. As expected the energy-momentum tensor matrix
element is diagonal, and may be expressed in terms of the energy-density (e) and pressure
(p). In four space-time dimensions, we have
(T,.) = diag ((<) ,c J (p) ,o 2 (p) ,o 2 (p))

(7.5)

As can be seen from (7.4), infinities appear in (T^) in the limit d = 3, even in the free
field theory due to the short distance behavior of ft(x,x,f). However, the dimensionally
regularized expression for {Tuv) is unite and well-defined. It is straightforward to show that
the regularized (Tuy) is covariantly conserved, using the equation of motion (5.32) and the
covariant conservation of G^. In the R-W metric, the conservation equation for {T^}
reduces to
(7.6)
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Since infinities in fl(x, x, t) depend on the state, we shall Erst discuss renorraalization of the
vacuum expectation value, (0'7^r|0).
Computing a finite, renormalized energy-momentuni tensor involves unusual subtleties
even in the free field theory. A well-established subtraction prescription for obtaining a finite,
renormalized energy-momentum tensor in a covariant formalism is provided by the DeWittSchwinger series3* with dimensional regularization. In the Schrõdinger picture where calculations are performed in a non-covariant muiner, the covariant formalism cannot be used.
Since infinities in (T^,) appear in íl(x,x,<), the natural convenient subtraction method
is the so-called adiabatic regularization27'39 which is based on the adiabatic expansion of
fl(k,t) discussed in Section II, for the free theory. For the interacting theory in the Gaussian approximation, the structure of infinities in the vacuum sector is given by the iterative
expansion of fl(k,t) discussed in Section V.
Vn.2 Renormalization of (7%,): free Theory
Let us first discuss the free theoiy. The renormalized quantity (0|7j r |0) R is obtained
by defining subtraction terms which contain the infinities:

There are two widely accepted rules13 one should follow in defining the subtraction,
(0|7^p|0)a .. The first rule is that the entire subtraction must be expressible in terms
of covarianuy conserved tensors which are obtained by varying possible terms in the generalized gravitational action in n = <f + 1 dimension.
(7.8)

The generalized Einstein equation obtained from (7.8) is then
A*,, + G,, + gH>. + giWH,* + g2™H,, = -S*G (0|T^|0>

(7.9)

If the subtractions involve only g0,, GfV, H,,v, H$ and Hj?J, they can be absorbed by
renormalizing the coupling constants in (7.9) and we have
G,, = -$xGR{0\T,,\0)R

.

(7.10)

In this way the semi-classical Einstein-matter equation in which only the quantum corrections of matter fields are included may be justified.
The second requirement is that the subtraction must include all terms of a given adiabatic order in Sl{k,t), both infinite and finite, since they form an approximate solution of
the equation of motion to that order.
Ly writing Eqs. (7.4) in momentum space for A = 0, and using the relation £ = J f f f t
and the adiabatic expansion of fi( Jfc, t) given in (B.3), one finds that the infinities in (O|7jjO)
contain terms of adiabatic fourth order, or less. Ther fore, one must subtract all terms in
^JO) up to adiabatic fourth order:
0) i l " 4

(7.11)
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where A denotes the highest adiabatic order in the subtraction. Next, one must be able to
express (7.11) in terms of the covariantly conserved tensors. The above procedure is rather
involves and can be found in Ref. [8{. The final expression is

(7.12b)

h

S c
)
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(5-<Q

(7.12c)

where (0|7?J0}£* 4 and (0|TMP|0)p^4 contain terms which are divergent and finite at d = 3,
respectively, and A is a mass scale, which is taken to be
As/ie^

(7.12d)

so that (O|TjJO)D* contains only the pole term. The third term in the curly brackets of
(7.12c) is finite due to the following identity in n-dimensions which holds for the conformally
fiat metric as in (3.1)

= (4 -

B

2n(n-3)

(n - 2)* ^

Ra 91

' " " („ - iXn - 2)» **

(n + 2)(n - 3)
+

^

2

&

1 (7-12e)

J

For the conformally invariant case where ( i l = 0 and t = \, Eqs. (7.12) reproduce the
well-known trace anomaly. The anomaly comes from the finite part of the subtraction in
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(7.12c)at<f=3.
#*-•
'«-*

€-1

(7.13)
1
"28S0r*
Vn.3 Renormalization of (Tp,):
Interacting Theory in the Gaussian Approximation.
It is straightforward to show that the (OjT^IO) of (7.4) is finite in the presence of
interaction when renormalization of mass and coupling constants is performed according to
(5.41). The entire (0{T^r|0) mav be written in terms of renormalized quantities in the limit

1 («-1
\
- a, (Cooí2(x,x,<) - rfJró

.

.x.o +1

L
,x,t) - (1 - d)HSl{x ,x,t) + Ô(x,x,t))

- (1 - d)Hflf(x,x,t)

(7.14a)
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A«,

,x T m

+ ± [lusa - 2(0* - *é)AGii - (€« -orffwjro-]

(7.14b)

Here fi/(x,x,f) is defined as (5.40b) and we choose the mass scale A which appears in
ft/(x,x,t)
^
(7.15a)
as in (7.12d) for convenience. In the expressions, [- - •]«««. in (7.14a,b) the pole terms are
putt

eliminated:

\ (["«"'Vi + m2]

*-»

ft(x,y,r))

- a, (G 0 O ÍI(X,X 7 0 - dHQ(xtx,{j)

m*
+ finite part
32T*(3-d)

(7.15b)

and

- ad Qa- J

n(x,x,í) + Õ(x,x,t))

rf-j 32s-J(3 - d)

+ finite part

(7.15c)

Now we discuss the limit \R — 0. First, we observe that terms proportional to •£- in
^|0), which diverge in the limit \R = 0, have precisely the same structure as the free
JJO)^" 4 of (7.12). The presence of I/XR term is related to the fact that in the limit
Ait = 0, the renormalization prescription tells us that

A=0 ;

PR = V7 ;

tR-ou = Z-a4

and we recover the unrenormalized free theory in which the divergences of {0\T°v |0) reappear
from the ^ terms. In order to have a well-defined free theory limit we must subtract these
OfAjJ1) terms. They correspond to the entire (0[T^v|0)o*4 of the free theory for our choice
of A in (7.15a). As argued in the free theory discussion, it is sensible to subtract then the
complete (0|3* r |0)'* -4 in the limit \R = 0 including the finite part, (0|7* F |0)p* 4 , since the
equation of motion is satisfied for each order m the adiabatic expansion in the free theory.
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The renormalized form for the interacting
therefore30

in the Gaussian approximation is

(7.16)
where (0|r,,,,|0)£* | X j | = 0 is given by (7.12c). It is straightforward to show that {OjT^^fO)^
is covariantly conserved, using the renormalized equation of motion.
Thus, we have established that the interacting (0|T^»|0)R in the Gaussian approximation is finite after mass and coupling constant renonnalization of the matter field, without
further renonnalization of the gravitational coupling constants in the Einstein equation
other than the one required to make free (OjTjJJO) finite.
la the limit, £R = J, and /iji = 0, we obtain corrections to the trace anomaly due to
the self-interaction.
4

(7.17)

Finally, it can be shown that the class of Gaussian states described by (3.43) - (3.45)
must satisfy the condition
<f3ít*<í2(Jt)<oo

(7.18)

in order for these states (T^) be rendered finite by the vacuum renormalization prescription
of (7.16). This is a much stronger condition than the one required to make the dynamical
equations finite. For initial value problems (7.18) implies that the initial condition at time
T/O with finite initial (Tp¥)R may have the form

fte(Mo) ~

Finally, we shall now briefly discuss the renormalization of the expectation value of
Tpy, in a mixed state described by the Gaussian density matrix (6.19). Using the equation
of motion (6.22a) and changing the variable (It to Q according to (6.24) we obtain the
following expression for (TM>,).

(Too) =

(*'
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= «'«« }k{r'u«-' + i«-°' -;((>- i )•-*•+™í) «
(7.20b)

We observe that the expressions in (7.20a,b) are exactly the same form as that of the
expectation value of Tfr in a pure Gaussian state with <p = x = 0, given in (7.4), except for
the factor t / j í f , *°d that ft satisfies the same equation as the pure state fl as shown in
(6.23). It is straightforward to see that for those mixed Gaussian states with 6(k) < 0(*~*)
for it -» oo, the presence of i(k) does not produce any additional infinities, and {T?,) a
made finite by vacuum renonnalization prescription (7.16) if the conditions in (7.19) are
satisfied.
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APPENDIX A
CONVENTIONS AND GEOMETRIC FORMULAS
The space-time metric that we are considering is the flat R-W metric with line element
ds2 = g^di'dx*

= dt7 - a2(t)<fxa

= cO,) [dij'-dx]*

(A.1)

and in our convention the Riemann tensor is defined as
Õx"

The Ricci tensor, R^ = Rx^yv, and the Rica scalar R
for the d + 1-dimensional flat R-W metric.

= - (Ê

have the following form

(A-3)

The covariantly conserved tensors which are obtained by varying the generalized Einstein
action take the following expression in terms of JZM(, and R.

2n
g
(n - 2)*
**'*'>*
(3n-2)

-

- 2DRg ,
ltt

(n-lXn-2)
(A.4)

We have also used & tensor

which is denned by

••')

where C * 7 ' is the Weyl tensor. In a confonnally fiat metric, as in(A.l),
and *3)£fjir is cov&riantly conserved.
In the computation of the vacuum expectation value of T?v we have made us* ' /
explicit expression of ^Hp, and ^Hp, in n = d + l-dimensional R-W metric.

* r _.._

i.

i .,
• X*'

~ —la —

2
2
22?'" + (2d - 7)D"D + |(3d -

- 2) [-Í
In n = 3 + l-dimensional conformally flat space-times
pendent: they are related by (7)H,v = J ( )

and

are nv.
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APPENDIX B
FOURTH-ORDER ADIABATIC EXPANSION OF fi£
The asymptotic expansion of the vacuum solution ile(k, 17), which holds for both free
and interacting theories, may be written in terms of the quantities M, «*>* and r defined as

The expansion, obtained by the second order iteration of (3.42b), contains terms involving
explicit time-derivatives up to fourth order, and is given by
-1

+ — í - y f-5A/'2 - M"" - lOrM" - 10A/'r'l
64 (ük)

l

J

2

(B.2)

2

- ^ - j [21A/" + 2SM'M'" + 70rA/' ]
1155 J

>2
+

512 (flO"

4 0 9 6 ( ii . tt ))1 3

For the free theory, m 2 = /<2 and w» = Q\ - (Jt2 + /i 2 c) I / 2 , il e in (B.2) is called the aiiabatic
fourth order solution and contains time-deriv&tives of C(TJ) only up to fourth order.
ABi_

1

16 (*0)5
^ 7
4 2
C

^2)

64 (wj)7

(D'" + 4D"D + 3D'2 + 6D'D2 + D*)
28D"D + 126D'£>2

+ ^ " 1)*>'2 + ^

-
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_ _üA_ (dD,,D + dP'

2

+ "v"" T "'D'D2

MJ
+

-"

• (B.3)
For the interacting theory fte in (B.2) contains terms involving time-derivatives of m2 in
addition to the terms which can be obtained from (B.3) by changing ft2 to m 2 .

